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Known for many years as BarronÃ¢&#x80;&#x99;s Easy Way Series,  the new editions of these

popular self-teaching titles are now BarronÃ¢&#x80;&#x99;s E-Z Series.  Brand-new cover designs

reflect all new page layouts, which feature extensive two-color treatment, a fresh, modern typeface,

and more graphic material than everÃ¢&#x80;&#x94; charts, graphs, diagrams, instructive line

illustrations, and where appropriate, amusing cartoons. Meanwhile, the quality of the

booksÃ¢&#x80;&#x99; contents remains at least as high as ever. BarronÃ¢&#x80;&#x99;s E-Z

books are self-help manuals focused to improve studentsÃ¢&#x80;&#x99; grades in a wide variety

of academic and practical subjects. For most subjects, the level of difficulty ranges between high

school and college-101 standards. Although primarily designed as self-teaching manuals, these

books are also preferred by many teachers as classroom supplementsÃ¢&#x80;&#x94;and for

some courses, as main textbooks. E-Z books review their subjects in detail, and feature both short

quizzes and longer tests with answers to help students gauge their learning progress. Subject

heads and key phrases are set in a second color as an easy reference aid. BarronÃ¢&#x80;&#x99;s

 E-Z Geometry  covers the "how" and "why" of geometry, with examples, exercises, and solutions

throughout, plus hundreds of drawings, graphs, and tables.
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While I have studied, "E-Z Geometry" by Mr. Leff Lawrence to a great extent as foundational



knowledge for the Geometry section of the GMAT, and "Conquering GMAT MATH" by Mr. Robert

Moyer as well as the "The Ultimate MATH Refresher" by LightHouse Review, I really haven't read

all these new books since I bought them, two of them which I received just today, April 24, 2016

from my Allen, TX address. Therefore, I would need a deeper review of each book for the GMAT.

The above three books cited have been very satisfying in helping me to prepare for the Quantitative

section of the exam. As for "Princeton Review of Math Workout" for the GMAT 5th Edition, I am

hoping I made a better choice of purchase compared to KAPLAN version of the book, and as for EZ

Solutions Test Prep Series for Geometry by Mr. Punit Rarya SuryaChandra, I have very high hopes

the book will help me to solve any similar difficult questions that I couldn't solve on my own in the

E-Z Geometry Practice Exercises by Mr. Leff Lawrence, so I would be using the test preparation as

the "Workout Book" on Geometry. The first practice question in the Geometry Test Preparation by

Punit however, explains perpendicular line as an 180 degree. Perpendicular lines typically forms a

90 degree angle and that has been consistently maintained by Mr. Leff Lawrence in the E-Z

Geometry. However, the second question was quite right about angles formed by straight line which

is equal to 180 degree. So, I wouldn't know if there is something I am missing out in the first

question by Mr. Punit SuryaChandra Geometry test preparation or if it is a pesky mistake from the

author or the publisher of the book. Otherwise, these collections of books I expect to help me

overcome the GMAT quantitative section. Again, I still have serious review of the GMAT to do, so I

may not be able to give final comments about these books until after the real GMAT exam, which

hopefully I will take later in 2016. Thank you to all the booksellers for the opportunity to purchase

these books at very fair rate on .

I always like Barron's work books. So informative and good practice problems. It was for my 8th

grade child's self-study at home. Working perfectly.

I did a quick review...and I like what I see...a VERY good job of covering most aspects of Geometry.

I am sure this will work great for the kids that I tutor. I had been looking for some time, for the best

book on Geometry, that I could find.Is this the best...probably not...but it's darn close!

I bought this to use as reference while tutoring a high school students in geometry. It was a great

supplement to his text book. His teacher used the text problems for class and homework, leaving

little room for extra practice. This was a great resource for me to use to reteach a topic or review

before a test. Unlike other workbooks, the answers for practice sets were included, leaving no



wasted time during a tutoring session. This was a great all-encompassing resource for my library.

Bought a bunch of these to review for an exam to become a math teacher. Very helpful.

I used this book to brush up on my Geometry, and boy, did it put me to work. What I liked about the

book are the explanations of Geometric ideas, theorems, particularly the proofs. But this book will

put you to work with all the problems that it has in it. Some sections are easier to finish than others,

but once you get to the proofs, they'll take some time to complete.Overall, this book almost works

like a text-book given the volume of material and explanations and practice problems. I highly

recommend this book.

This book is easy to read. It is also a good review of basic geometry.

Good supplemental text for students that have problems with understanding geometric concepts.

Presents some concepts in different ways which some students need for learning.
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